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Baker & O’Brien, Inc.
• Founded in 1993
• Combines highly technical and commercial expertise
• Over 2,000 assignments completed
• Provides expert advice to law firms, financial institutions, and government 

agencies involving disputes, arbitrations, evaluations, and market studies

Kent Bayazitoglu
• Provided Expert Testimony in legal disputes with bankruptcies, complex trading 

books, distressed assets, and broken contracts 
• Director of Market Analytics at Gelber & Associates from 2006 to 2019
• Started career at ExxonMobil Baytown Refinery

Baker & O’Brien Overview
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Where We Have Worked

Countries of Experience

Offices in 
• Houston
• Dallas
• London
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Disclaimer: Baker & O’Brien, Inc. (Baker & O’Brien) has prepared this presentation for educational 
purposes only, using generalized concepts and theoretical examples.  This presentation is not intended 
to provide expert or legal advice as individual situations will differ and should be discussed with an 
expert and/or lawyer.

Disclaimer
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• How COVID has impacted the energy industry

• Decision to exit a contract

• Example of exiting a contract

Topics to Discuss
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Generalized Impacts of COVID-19

Demand   
Shock
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Demand Shock
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Lower Demand and Supply creates extra capacity 
for energy Transportation and Processing

Increase Prices

Price Stabilizes at 
Lower Level

Source: EIA

Supply
Cuts
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• LNG is a form of energy transportation
• US starts exporting in 2016 – rapid growth
• US LNG prices

– Linked to US natural gas prices plus a fixed cost
– Pre COVID – traded at a discount
– Post COVID – trades above oil based contracts and 

well above LNG spot prices

• Lower oil prices decrease US shale oil production 
and associated (by-product) natural gas. This 
supports higher US natural gas and US LNG prices.

• LNG Pricing Paradox: Most LNG prices are indexed 
to oil prices while US LNG prices are inversely 
impacted by oil prices

Transportation Harmed - LNG
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• Parties locked into buying a higher fixed price will suffer

• COVID-19 disproportionally impacts transportation fuels thus changes 
relationships between commodities

• Producers and consumers will want to exit long-term processing and/or 
transportation fees that are no longer economic

• More firms and potential countries will want to renegotiate and exit contracts

Price Volatility Increases the Magnitude of Unfavorable Contracts
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• Party that leaves must have a replacement

• Tremendous growth of spot energy markets outside the US, greater freedom to 
secure energy supply and services

• LNG spot market (less than 3 months of trade) has grown five fold in the past 10 
years. Buyers are not beholden to a long-term supply arrangement

• Growth in price discovery and market transparency makes it easier for 
companies to identify the benefits of exiting contract 

• COVID-19 demand shock has suddenly increased spare capacity

More Alternatives Makes it Easier to Exit Contracts (“Contract Distancing”)
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• Producers – harmed by low prices that are below cost
• Consumers

– Benefit from low prices.. but
– Crushed by low demand and shrinking economy
– Many of these firms were highly levered and tenuous before COVID-19
– Examples include cruise ships buying diesel/LNG, airlines buying jet fuel, pipeline 

manufacturer buying natural gas, a tire manufacturer buying natural gas 
• Intermediaries (Transportation, processing)

– Demand and accompanying supply destruction has left a lot of spare capacity in the 
system

– Pipeline, NGL processing, trucking
– Situation won’t fix itself right away, capacity is still being added with the anticipation of 

aggressive growth

COVID-19 Creating More Distressed Entities
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Economic Savings is greater than the Consequences 

Economic Savings = contract cost minus replacement cost

Consequences
• Loss of long-term supplier
• Potentially high costs in future (if market turns around)
• Loss of reputation
• Pay ongoing legal and court fees
• Loss in court judgment, pay settlement along with interest and court fees

Decision to Exit
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Economic savings – immediate cash savings is everything
Consequences
• Loss of long-term supplier

– Not a concern, prioritize short-term survival
• Potentially high costs in future (if market turns around)

– Not a concern, prioritize short-term survival
• Loss of reputation

– Less of a concern when distressed
– Outside leadership group or turnaround manager is not concerned with prior 

relationships or reputation
• Pay ongoing legal and court fees – will pay if less than contract savings
• Loss in court judgement – likely much smaller after bankruptcy

Decision to Exit Contract – Distressed Firm
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Theoretical Example of Exiting a Contract

Pre COVID-19
• Exploding Permian Basin shale 

oil production
• Lack of pipeline capacity

Post COVID-19
• Production declines
• Pipeline capacity becomes 

available 
• Pipeline rates drop below 

contract rate

Producer

Pipelines to 
send to market

Permian Basin
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• Distressed producer pays $5/barrel to transport crude from constrained area to 
market in fixed fee contract signed pre COVID

• Pipeline space becomes available, market price for pipeline transportation falls 
to $1/barrel

• Exit contract and buy pipeline capacity on open market and save $4/barrel

• Legal costs likely less than 10% of transport savings, allowing firm to net large 
portion of gross savings

• Eventually settles with threat of bankruptcy or loses in court, declares 
bankruptcy and pays a fraction of judgment

Theoretical Example of Exiting a Contract (Continued)
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• Significant reduction in monthly “cash burn”

• For distressed companies, cash is king

• Stay in business

• Buys time to wait for a market turnaround

• Gives possibility of favorable ruling

• Pay fraction of judgment in bankruptcy

Impacts of Exiting the Contract
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• COVID-19 creates more unfavorable contracts

• More energy producers, consumers, and intermediaries under financial pressure 

• Distressed entities more likely to break (distance from) contracts

• Contract distancing gives distressed entities more time to recover

Contract Distancing – Final Thoughts
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Contact Information

London Office 
146 Fleet Street, Suite 2

London EC4A 2BU 
Phone: 44-20-7373-0925

Houston Office 
1333 West Loop South

Suite 1350
Houston, TX 77027

Phone: 1-832-358-1453
Fax: 1-832-358-1498

Dallas Office
12001 N. Central Expressway

Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75243

Phone: 1-214-368-7626
Fax: 1-214-368-0190

www.bakerobrien.com
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